In this paper we continue to study a question proposed by Babadi and Tarokh [4] on the mysterious randomness of Gold sequences. Upon improving their result, we establish the randomness of product of pseudorandom matrices formed from two linear block codes with respect to the empirical spectral distribution, if the dual distance of both codes is at least 5, hence providing an affirmative answer to the question.
I. INTRODUCTION
The elegant theory of random matrices ( [1] , [8] ), and in particular properties of the spectral distribution, have been studied for a long time but remain a prominent and active research area due to its wide and important applications in many diverse disciplines such as mathematical statistics, theoretical physics, number theory, and more recently in economics [9] and communication theory [?] . Most of the random models considered so far are matrices whose entries have i.i.d. structures. In a beautiful paper [3] , Babadi and Tarokh considered matrices formed by choosing randomly codewords from a linear block code and proved the remarkable result that these matrices behave like random matrices of i.i.d. entries with respect to the so-called "empirical spectral distribution", if the dual distance of the code is sufficiently large. In a more recent work [4] , investigating much further on the subject, Babadi and Torokh considered two matrices formed by choosing randomly codewords from two linear block codes and proved decisively that the products of such two matrices also behave like random matrices with respect to the empirical spectral distribution, if the dual distance of both codes is sufficiently large. On the other hand, the authors ( [2] , [3] , [4] ) already have observed by numerical experiments that matrices formed from Gold codes [7] seem to behave like random matrices with respect to the empirical spectral distribution, even though the dual distance is as small as 5. Hence arises the natural question as to whether or not the stringent requirement of large dual distance could be relaxed in order to explain the mysterious randomness of Gold sequences. For matrices formed from liner block codes as considered in [3] , an affirmative answer was recently provided by the first and the third authors ( [10] ) by using some ideas from number theory. Using similar ideas, in this paper we will prove the randomness of products of matrices formed from Gold sequences, hence improving upon the result of [4] .
In order to describe the main result, we first give some notation. For the sake of generality, let GF(q) be a finite field of order q and let ψ : GF(q) → C * be the standard additive character given by
here l is a prime number, q is a power of l, and Tr q/l denotes the trace mapping from GF(q) to GF(l).
In general it is known that ψ(z) is a complex l-th root of unity.
Let C be an [n, k, d] linear block code of length n, dimension k and minimum Hamming distance d over
the codewords of C ⊥ are orthogonal to those of C with the natural inner product defined over GF(q) n . Let
For p < n, let Φ C be a p × n random matrix whose rows are obtained by mapping a uniformly drawn set of size p of the codewords of C under ǫ. The Gram matrix of the p × n matrix Φ C is defined as
where Φ * C is the conjugate transpose of Φ C . Let {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n } be the set of eigenvalues of an n × n matrix A. The spectral measure of A is defined by
where δ z is the Dirac measure. The empirical spectral distribution of A is defined as
The main result of this paper is as follows. 
Then there are constants C 1 (y a , y b ) and C 2 (y a , y b ) depending only on y a , y b such that for any n ≥ C 2 (y a , y b ) we have in the sense of Kolmogorov distance as n → ∞, provided that the dual distances of C a and C b are both at least 5. This provides an affirmative answer to the question related to the randomness of Gold sequences which was raised in [4] . Moreover, as in [10] explicitly the constants C 1 (y a , y b ), C 2 (y a , y b ), however, the process is very complicated, hence we choose not to do in this paper.
The proof of Theorem 1 follows the same strategy used in [10] , where some essence of number theory plays a prominent role in the study. We shall prove Theorem 2, which improves [4, Lemma 3.4] substantially. Equipped with Theorem 2, in Section III we will prove Theorem 1 directly following the argument of Babadi and Torokh ( [3] , [4] ).
II. ESTIMATE OF THE l-TH MOMENT
In this section we study the l-th moment of the empirical spectral distribution, similar to [4, Lemma 3.4] . We use slightly different notation.
As in Introduction, for i = a, b, let C i be a linear block code over GF(q) of length n with dimension
n be the component-wise mapping.
For positive integers N i , in order to choose randomly N i elements from D i , we define
to be the set of all maps s : [1, N i ] → D i endowed with the uniform probability, here [1,
is a probability space with cardinality
here we have written
Let G(s) be the Gram matrix of
. This is an N a ×N a Hermitian matrix. Let λ 1 (s), . . . , λ Na (s) be the eigenvalues of G(s). For any positive integer l, define
The purpose of this section is to compute
, the l-th moment of the spectral measure.
We prove a general result:
where m 
and E l is bounded by
Theorem 2 improves upon [4, Lemma 3.4] substantially. We remark that the main term on the right hand side of (2) is off by a factor y a , compared with [4, Lemma 3.4] . However, checking their proof carefully and also checking the paper [5] , it seems our formulation is correct. The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 2.
A. Problem setting up
We have
Noting that
this gives
The right hand is also
where the subscript index is modulo l, i.e., we use i l+1 := i 1 .
Both
We may rewrite (3) as
where
Here again we have used modulo l if necessary. Hence we have
For i = a, b, let Σ N i be the group of permutations of the set [1,
be the equivalent class of γ i , that is,
We may write
Moreover, for i = a, b, let
and define the probability space
assigned with the uniform probability. It is clear that
Summarizing the above we have
For simplicity, we may write
We define
where I λ := I λ − 1, i.e., u ∈ I λ if and only if u + 1 (mod l) ∈ I λ . Now we have
For i = a, b, let
be a generating matrix of C i , where h
is the t-th row vector. So each codeword of C i is given by
for some unique x = (x 1 , . . . , x k i ) ∈ GF(q) k i . Hence each s (i) (u) ∈ D i corresponds to a unique length k i column-vector, which we may record as
, the t-th entry of s (i) (u) is given by
where ψ : GF(q) → C * is the standard additive character. So
and
From this we find that
Using the orthogonality property
we observe that we must have
Otherwise the contribution on the right hand side to W γ is zero. Writing in a different form, we conclude that the quantity W γ is equal to the number of solutions (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t l , τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ l ) such that
. . , τ l ≤ n and the following two equations are satisfied:
where I λ , J µ 's are given in (5) and (6).
C. Study of W γ
We first consider the system of linear equations over R
on the variables X 1 , . . . , X l , Y 1 , . . . , Y l . Let W be the vector space of the set of solutions. We prove
Proof. It suffices to show that for any fixed real numbers a 1 , . . . , a vγ a , b 1 , . . . , b γ b , suppose that
then we must have
Since (8) is an identity for any X u , Y v 's, the coefficients in front of any X u and Y v must be zero, hence
we have
Let G be a bipartite graph with vertices a 1 , . . . , a γa , b 1 , . . . , b γ b such that a λ and b µ are connected whenever I λ ∪ I λ ∩ J µ = Φ, and let S be a maximal connected component of G, whose vertex set, without loss of generality, may be written as S = {a 1 , . . . , a t , b 1 , . . . , b s }. Then we have
For any u ∈ [1, l] \ B, then u ∈ I λ for some λ. Since S is a maximal connected component, we must have λ / ∈ {1, . . . , t}, and hence u ∈ [1, l] \ A. Therefore A ⊂ B. Similarly we have B ⊂ A. Thus we have
Since S is a maximal connected component, this implies that
We prove from (9) that
This can be proved as follows: write
where 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a N ≤ l. Then
So the requirement (9) can not be met, contradiction. Hence we must have a 1 = 1.
We also have a 2 ≥ 2. If a 2 ≥ 3, then 2 ≤ a 2 −1 / ∈ A 1 , by similar argument, we shall find a contradiction to (9). Hence we have a 2 = 2.
Using this argument inductively, we shall find that a i = i for each
Noticing that l ∈ B 1 , by using similar argument again we find contradiction. Hence N = l. We conclude
The completes the proof of Lemma 6.
Now we assume that d
, that is, any four rows of H (i) , i = a, b are linearly independent. It follows from Lemma 6 that
Proof. We first note that for γ ∈ Γ, the equations in W γ can be solved completely in the form of t u = τ v for some u, v's, hence W γ = n 2l−vγ a −vγ b +1 from Lemma 6. If γ / ∈ Γ, then we can not solve W γ completely in this form, so there are two variable, say t 1 , t 2 ∈ I 1 , such that h (a)
Given any values from 1 to n to all other variables, the number of different ways of doing that is n 2l−vγ a −vγ b because of Lemma 6, we may need to solve the equation for t 1 , t 2 such that h (a)
for some v depending on all other variables except t 1 , t 2 . If v = 0, this enforces a new relation on other variables, hence the number of ways such that v = 0 is at most n 2l−vγ a −vγ b −1 . On the other hand, for each given t 1 , there is at most one value t 2 such that h t 1 + h t 2 = 0. Hence the total number of solutions for this case is at most n 2l−vγ a −vγ b . Let us define
We have just proved that
We have proved in [10, Section IV] 
This implies that
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
D. Proof of Theorem 2
The equation (4) can now be written as
we find
where E 1 is bounded by
where Y i := max{1, y i } and y i = n/N i for i = a, b.
From Lemma 4, the contribution to A l from γ / ∈ Γ is bounded by
It is easy to see that
On the other hand, it can be seen, from the combinatorial nature of Γ and by consulting Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the way of deriving equation (5.10) in [5] , that we shall find
Returning to A l in (10) where the main term comes from γ's such that γ ∈ Γ and combining all the above, we finish the proof of Theorem 2.
III. THEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we follow the method of [3] , [4] . We need the following lemma from probability theory, which is discussed in details in 
A. Some lemmas
Fix y b ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, ∞), the l-th moment of a Marchenko-Pastur distribution is given by
We first prove Lemma 6. For any l ≥ 1 we have
Proof. Elementary estimates on binomial coefficients yield
By quotient test we find that the maximal value of
hence Using the Stirling's bound on n!, given by
we obtain 
B. Proof of Theorem 1
Using notation from Section II, for each s ∈ Ω We shall consider γ(t) := E (exp(it(x − y a ))) .
Define for each l
Expanding the l-th power we find that
where estimates on E A t (s), Ω 
